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During the last years tbe main interest in Radioactive Ion Beam 
experiments ha8 been shifted to the intermediate and high energy region, 
since in these experiments RIB are produced mainly using projectile 
fragmentation reactions. Thus the traditional nuclear reaction studies in · 
the vicinity of the Coulomb barrier are scarce as for the use of RIB. But 
many reaction mechanism investigations made in the energy region below 
20 AMeY show rather high yields of exotic nuclei [1 - 3]. These results 
make it possible to hope that such experiments at the Coulomb barrier of 
the interactions with RIB can be performed in the same manner, as with 
accelerated beams of stable nuclei. 

The possibility of RIB experiments close to the Coulomb barrier 
proposed here is based on the high bean1 intensity of the U-400 cyclotron 
and on the available at its switchyard experimental set-up for precise study 
of nuclear reactions,· namely the charged particle magnetic spectrometer~ 
MSA (SP-95 magnet) [ 4]. The low energy fragment-separator for the 
exotic nuclides separation could be created on the basis of this 
spectrometer. 
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Fig.l The plot of the proposal fragment-separator 
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The MSA spectrometer has a resolving . power .of .. about .: 10'3 
. 

having an angular accepta~ce of 3 msr and a momentum acCeptance of 
20% with a focal plan~ length of 30 em. :rhe momentum dispersion of the 
spectrometer is 1.255 em/% with the bending angle of the central particle -
trajectory of 70° and the bending radius of _1.26 m. The hor~o~tai ·. 
magnification in the dispersive .. plane is about 0.45, the·, verticat · 
magnification -:- about 4. The focal plane of the spectrometer is iocate<i' at 
the angle of about 60°with respec:t to the central parucle trajectory .. ·; 

The angular acceptance of the spectrometer may be increase<! by a 
factor of about 2 by means of shortening the entrance spectrometer drift 
space between the target and the magnetic field boundary. With this 
increase of the solid angle the resolving power of the spectrometer 
deteriorates only slightly, 

The dispersion of the spectrometer could be. compensated by . . - ,~, ' _,' - -

means of the available SP-97 bending lllagnet installed at the MSA exit as 
it is shown in Fig. 1. The SP-97 magnet has a particle trajectory deflection 
angle of about 60° with the bending radius of 2 m, . therefore the .whole. 
separator, built with these two magnets became only nearly symmetrical 
due to the difference in deflection angles and bending radii. For this 
reason the compensation of the dispersion is not complete. The resultiiig 
dispersion at the final focus of such separator could be of about 0.3 em/% 
in momentum. The angular dispersion at this focal point is still' rather large 
- of about 20 mr/%. · 

Some asymmetry takes place also in the vertical focussing: The 
vertical focussing in the SP-95 magnet is accomplished by means of pole 
faces rotationto the angle of 61".30' at the entrance and of -43°48' at the 
exit of magnetic gap. For the SP-97 magnet these angles need to be of 
about 45° and of about -60° correspondingly. But the asymmetry in the 
horizontal · plane · seems to be more important, ·causing· an additional 
aberrations~ The compensation of the most important aberrations could be 
accomplished by the proper shaping of the curvature of the entrance and 
the exit faces of SP-97 magnet pole pieces or/and the additional multipole . 
element introdticil1g into the separator. The higher order calculations will 
clarify this pr6bleni. · · · · ' 

The ion-optical properties of the separator at the intermediate 
dispersive focal point Fl between dipole magnets are determined by 
the SP-95 dipole. With the dispersion of)~255 em/%· and the horizontal 
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magnification of about 0.45 the first order resolving power of the 
separator in momentum would be about 3.6·10-3 

• But for the inost 
experiments with the RIB the main problem is the RIB intensity when the 
resolving power is desirable but often is not obligatory. Moreover, the 
FLNR has an another possibility for precise nuclear experiments in the 
vicinity of the Coulomb barrier, including the experiments with RIB [5]. -

Taking solid angle efficiency of about 6 msr and momentum 
acceptance efficiency of 20%, this separator became comparable with the 
COMBAS separator [6]. Having the magnetic rigidity of the particles to 
be analyzed of about 2 Tm, that corresponds to the AE/q2 value of about 
200, it will supplement the COMBAS performance at the lower energy 
region. · 

The separator will be installed at 0° or at some forward angle with 
respect to the primary beam, so as to achieve compromise conditions 
between the maximum RIB yield and the minimum of background 
contaminations from the primary beam particles. The optimal RIB 
production target for the separator is 5 em in width and 0.5 em in 
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Fig. 2. Envelopes of t4e ion beam trajectories in the separator in the 
horizontal X and the vertical Y planes for the production target 
dimensions 5x0.5 em and the angular acceptimces .1.0 =±50 mr 

and .1.<p = ± 30 mr. 

bight. With such producing target dimensions. its luminosity and the 
overall separator transmission will be much higher than in the case of the 
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circular target. The physical target and detectors of the RIB reaction 
products are ·placed at the fmal quasiachromatic focal point. The 
magnification coefficient of the whole. separator in the horizontal plane. iS~ 
about 0.5, in the vertical plane - about 10. Thus, the producing target 
image at the fmal focus will be the spot with about 3x5 em dimensions, 
covering the total momentum acceptance of the separator: 

The envelopes of ion beam trajectories in the proposed separator 
are shown in Fig. 2. 

For the separation of heavy reactions products the vacuum 
chamber of the separator could be filled by the gas at low pressure for the 
equilibration of their ionic charge state distributions. 

The main parameters of this SP-95-SP-97 separator are listed at 
the Table in comparison with that of the COMBAS separator [5] and the 
separator on the basis of the U-400 beam downing and commutation 
system (DCS) [ 6]. 

Table 

Parameter COMB AS SP-95-SP-97 DCS 
Magnetic rigidity Bp [Tm] 4.6 2. .. 1.3 
Solid ansrle .Q [msr] 6.4 6 4 
Momentum acceptance[%] 20 20 5 
Resolving power.Rp/.1.p - · 4360 2800 2900 
Total length [m] 14.5 7.8 9 

Resume 
The ion-optical c_;alculations together with graphical modeling 

show some possibility to create the low-energy fragment-separator for the 
RIB experiments perforrping at the Coulomb barrier of interactions at the 
U-400 cyclotron. Combination of two available magnetic dipoles SP-95 
and SP-97 without any adoitional focussing elements at the cyclotron 
switc~yard permits one to obtain the parameters of ·the RIB separator 
adequate for the modern experiments performance. Of course, the SP-97 
m~gnet needs some iniprovemeni of its magnetic and ion-optical 
properties. 
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The ion-optical calculations of parameters of the separator were 
performed using the TRANSPORT computing code (version of 1975) [7]. 
on the 386PC/AT computer. Graphical modeling .was made on- the 
SUNSPARCstation [8] in the AutoCAD environment [9]. .. 

One of the authors (V.Z.M.) is very indebted to Dr.V.N.Melnikov 
for the computing code presentation, valuable help with the computing 
procession and very useful discussions. 
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IJpoBe)leHHLie HOHHO-OnTH'JeCKHe paC'JeTbl H rpaqmtJecKoe MO)le.rmpoBaHHe 
noJaonwm npeAJIO:lKHTL KOHCTPYKUHIO HHJKoauepreTHtJecKoro aneKTPOMarHHTHOro 
!fJparMeHT-cenapaTOpa Ha nyqKe Ul:IKJIOTPOHa Y-400, COCT051IUero TOnLKO H3 )lByx 
MarHHTHLIX )lHnoneii CII-95 H CII-97. 3To noJBOnHT npoBO)lHTL 51)lepuo-¢H3H
qecKHe SKCnepHMeHTbl C llYIJKaMH pa)lHOaKTHBHbiX HOHOB B6nH3H KynOHOBCKOfO 
6apLepa B3aHMO)leHCTBH51. 

Pa60Ta BLmonueua B Jia6opaTOpHH 51)lepHLIX peaKUHH HM. r.H.ct>nepoBa OM51M. 

fipenpHHT 06beAHH_eHHOro HHCTHT}'Tll JlllepHLIX HCCJieAOBaiiHH. Lly6Ha, 1998 
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The ion-optical calculations together with graphical. modeling show some 
possibility to create the low-energy fragment-separator for the RIB experiments 
performed at the Coulomb barrier of interactions at the U-400 cyclotron. , 
Cq~bination of two available magnetic dipoles SP-95 and SP-97 without any 
additional focussing elements at the cyclotron switchyard permits one to obtain 
the parameters of the RIB separator adequate for the modern experiments 
performance. 

The investigation has been performed at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear 
Reactions, JINR. 
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